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Sweeney And Dings Cast
n Shakespeare Production
Prof. Lavinia M. Schaeffer has
mouiiccd the cast for the Robinn Players' version of Shakesare's comedy, "Taming of the
irew." Louise Sweeney will poray Katherine, the shrew, and
larlcs Dings will enact the role
Petruchio, her tamer.
Rehearsing for presentation May
6. and 7, and also for Comcnccmcnt performances June 10
id 11 are John Lovejoy as Chrispher Sly and Nancy Johnson as
lanca.
amiliar Faces Return
Robert
Damon
will
portray
uc en t io
with James Zepp
Baptista and Robert Lucas
laying both the part of Vicentio
id that of the Tailor. David
h'yllie and Carl Nordahl will poray the roles of Gremio and Hornsio, respectively.
James Lynn was chosen to play
ranio and Harry Bennert to be
iondello. Peter Packard will play
le parts of Grumio and Pedant
id Marilyn Kelley will play Curi. Charles Maggiore portraying
e Lord, Beverly Dennison playg the Hostess, and Joan Hodgns portraying the Widow, round
t the cast.
lodernized Comedy
"We want to keep the play gay
I d
light"
asserts
Professor
haeffcr. The cast will portray a
roup of strolling players who
rop into an inn for an evening.
(Continued on page eight)

Rings On Sale
The new lighter-weight girls'
ates rings may be ordered at the
iok store. These rings have the
me design as the men's rings.
Iiey are available with a plain or
ceted front.
Girls' rings will cost approxiitely $21.28, which is the current
lliug price for the men's smallz« rings.

Although proud
owner Kirk
Vatson says he chose the name
"•rczelda for his 1941 Packard
arse "just to be different", it
ies recall (to English majors, at
■ast) the patient and virtuous
idy of the
Clerk's Talc
in
lauccr's Canterbury Tales.
Watson found her in Philadellia during spring vacation, and
i" $150 brought her back to his
Vethcrsfield, Conn. home.
(emoves Funeral Table
With the help of friends he reeved the funeral table from the
ar and inlaid its tracks with
lush-covered wood. Further addiions were two hassocks and a
ridge table. The OC president
lans to add gray curtains later, in
?cping with the maroon and gray
lotif.
To make camping trips more en-

in our
land"

By Subscription

Perfetti Announces
1955-6 Student Staff
Picks Connell,
Midshipmen Challenge Bates On Evans, Travers
Jobs For Women, Educational Aid Morse And Lucas
"Woman is one of nature's in the Commandant's private plane.
agreeable blunders," declared MidProfessor Brooks Quimby, Bates
shipman Theodore Lcwin, initiat- director of debate, has been electing Friday's Bates - Annapolis
Chapel debate. Kay McLin and
David Wyllie upheld the negative
for Bates on the proposition, "Resolved: that woman's place is in
the home.''

Louiie Sweeney

Evans, McLin, Gidez
Head Debate Group;
Tourney Plans Made
The Bates Debating Council announced Monday the results of its
annual election of officers. Lawrence Evans was named president
for 1955-56, with Kay McLin as
secretary and Robert Gidez as
manager.
Evans, a varsity debater for two
years, was a member of the team
which won the MIT Invitational
tourney in February. Managing editor of the STUDENT, he was
chosen Ivy Day orator for this
year.
Secretary Attends Contest
Miss McLin is among four debaters contending for the New England championships this weekend.
Prominent in CA activities, she is a
STUDENT reporter and will deliver the toast to the faculty on
Ivy Day.
Gidez, chairman of the 1955
(Continued on page eight)

Sleek 'Grezelda' Becomes
Watson 'sHome On Wheels
Upon Griselda, this poor creature,
Full often sithes this marquis set
his eye.
As he on hunting rode, paraventure."

is heard

joyable, Grezelda will be equipped
with a sink and an icebox. "Four
can sleep in the car now," Watson
remarked, "a considerable increase
in capacity."
All The Comforts Of Home
The car boasts unique hydraulic
jacks, by means of which the car
body can be tilted on either side
to keep level when the wheels are
on uneven terrain. A dashboard
button and a special lever between
the two movable "bucket" seats in
front operate the leveling device.
Other features include two-speed
windshield wipers,
an
electric
booster for the brakes, and sounddeadening insulation.
No Slow Poke
Despite Grezelda's
size
and
weight, the owner gets MS mileper gallon and has had her up to
70 without strain. Grezelda recently carried 11 passengers. Watson
claims that there was room for
many more.
"One other feature." the owner
remarked, "I never have to wait
at stop signs."

Lcwin and his colleague, Robert
LcBrun, argued that the upbringing and moral training of children
necessitates woman's presence in
the home, while Bates argued that
many women are not suited to
mere domestic life.
McLin Cites Advantages
If women are not completely
tied to the home. Miss McLin argued, "they can help the family's
economy." A woman's horizon
broadens when she joins the business world, she added.
Wyllie pointed out how necessary women are in certain jobs.
Scrubwomen, stenographers, and
female entertainers are vital. He
further warned of the danger that
spinsters, blocked from entering
business, will become so predatory
that
they will
imperil
man's
peace of mind.

Last week editor-in-chief Sylvia
Perfetti announced her appointments for the 1955-56 STUDENT
ed to the Executive Committee of editorial staff.
Replacing Nancy Cole as managthe Eastern Forensic Association,
ing editor, Lawrence Evans served
it was announced last week.
this past year as senior associate
Professor Quimby will
have editor after being a member of
charge of the persuasive speaking the feature staff for two years. Acdivision of the Eastern Forensic tive on the Garnet board, Evans
Championships to be held April also was managing editor of his
high school paper in Morristown,
28-30 at Fordham.
N. J.
Morse Named To New Post

Named assistant editor by Miss
Perfetti, Betty-Ann Morse has
worked both as news reporter and
associate editor on former staffs.
She was a member of the editorial
staff of the Student Intelligencer
Under the leadership of Jane at Falmouth, Mass.
Corson and Harry Bennert, the
Marjorie Connell, incoming seClass of 1958 will present an nior associate editor served on the
"Hawaiian Holiday" theme for its circulation staff, as a news reportclass dance at 8 p. m. Saturday in
er, and as an associate editor durChase Hall.
ing the past year. At Maiden,

FroshFeatureCombo,
Unusual Decorations
At Hawaiian Holiday

Admission for the Pacific voy- Mass. High School, this year's
age is $1.25 double-fare, while a Betty Bates was editor-in-chief of
single traveler can conic aboard the Blue and Gold.
for 75 cents.
Perfetti Chooses Benton, Bean
Huckabee Heads Entertainment

Editor Perfetti appointed Sybil
Entertainment chairman William Benton and Richard Bean as asHuckabee has organized an Ha- sociate editors. Retiring news ediwaiian
quintet and a novelty tor, Miss Benton has been active
Argue Educational Subsidies
called "Chalk Talks" to delight on the STUDENT staff as both
In the evening. Bates and Annareporter and assistant news editor.
the voyagers.
palis debated on the question of
Bean, one of four sophomores.
Chief cook Miriam Oliver has
federal aid to education in two
named, has been a news reporter;
contests held in Pettigrew Hall. prepared an exotic menu, while for two years.
Constance
Berry and
Richard Elizabeth Dunn is managing the
Delegated news editor, Robert
Steinberg upheld the Bates affirm- decorations, featuring an ocean
Harlow will be assisted by Wilma
ative against Frederick Flack and panorama to cover one whole
Gero and Miriam Hamni. The
James Taylor of Annapolis.
wall.
three sophomores have written
Robert Gidez and Marvin Kush- Steinberg's "Combo" Plays
news for the STUDENT during
ner took the negative in the other
and sophomore
Benedict Mazza is in charge of their freshman
contest, as Midshipmen Paul Hoff tickets, while Ruth Mclzard and years.
and William Peerenboom spoke William MacKinnon are handling
News Editors Experienced
for the Naval Academy.
publicity.
Bandmaster
William
At Millbum. N. J. High School,
The Annapolis
debaters and Bradbury has engaged Paul Stein- Miss Gero acted as managing edicoach Arthur Johnson were flown berg and his "combo" for the tor of the Miller. Miss Hamni was
direct from Maryland to Lewiston evening.
sports editor of her high school
paper in Arlington, Mass.
Miss Perfetti nominated Madcine Travers to be feature editor
of the STUDENT. Member of the
Garnet board and assistant feature
litor in the past year. Miss Travers also served as desk editor for
her high school weekly in New
Bedford, Mass
She also wrote
two years for her local paper.
Lucas Handles Sports
Continuing as sports editor in
the new staff, Robert Lucas was a
sports reporter during his freshman year. Secretary of the press
club at Waterbury, Conn., he covered sports for the Taft Papyrus.
Richard Bryant and Kenneth
Harris will again be staff photographers, while Thomas King, a
member of the feature staff, will
act as staff cartoonist. Bryant has
photographed news, feature", and
Smiling Stiffs Play Poker
sports events for the STUDENT
(Photo by Bryant)
(Continued on page three)

Watson's Wagon
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Square Dance Ends Successful
Annual OC "Spring Spruce Up"
Spring Spruce-Up, an annual
Outing Club event, was held on
Saturday. Following a parade with
the band at 1:30 p. m. approximately 100 workers split into groups,
Iff >
^p*
each going to a different work area. I l£
Thorncrag, professors' homes,
the campus, Mount David, and the
J. B. woods were all cleaned by
the students.
Refreshments
of
punch and doughnuts were served
in the middle of the afternoon and
tickets for the evening's festivities ■BSSS^BSSuK^K^ ^Ki^K::
were given to the workers.
Workers Enjoy Dance, Movie

1

■■MK:' A

ilk ■

^m)' '."■'■^:rJSfiEs?s«M

■.■—Mst B^^^T^ ■

W,.iy. ■ .****' ^^M

Hank Bauer's band played for
y^* -l4fc ■ pP
T^* ■'1*^**TI
the square dance at Chase Hall, , ., U
isp«w^Hr^^w*pWs> *
after which "The Titan", the story
of the life of Michaelangelo, was
'■■y-'.■ ■
shown at the Ritz Theater.
The co-chairmen for the Spring
"^ts§si§HSBfBiH
Spruce-Up were Janet Arnold and
Richard Walton.
Campus takes on new look as "spring sprucers" go to work.
(Photo by Bryant)

Maine Colleges Hold
Annual Band Concert
Saturday At Colby
Colby College will be host to
the third annual Maine All-College
Band Concert, 7:30 p. m., Saturday. Prof. D. Robert Smith announced that seven members of
the Bates band will join representatives from Bowdoin, Maine, and
Colby. In charge of arrangements
for the Bates delegation is Lincoln Boyden.

Taylor Initiates Policies;
DisclosesCommitteeHeads
Meeting last Wednesday for the
first time under newly elected president Eugene Taylor, the Student
Council voted to establish monthly
meetings to be held in the individual men's dorms.
These group sessions will aim
not only at bringing the men in
closer contact with Stu-C business,
but at getting suggestions on
campus problems from interested
students. If the system proves successful this year, the Council plans
to continue it in 1955-1956.

Colby Presents Concert
At 8 p. m., April 24, the Colby
Glee Club will present a concert
in the Chapel under the sponsorship of the Bates Choral Society.
The scheduled recital is an exchange performance for one given Taylor Investigates
President Taylor notified the
by the Bates group at Colby on
group that he will investigate a
March 21.
plan under which professors may
Jess Smith Plays
send postcards to students in June
•As its third event of the year, stating grades on final examinathe George Colby Chase lecture tions.
series will present a piano recital
by Jess Smith April 26 in the
Chapel. Smith studied at the College of Puget Sound. At present
In place of the monthly Faculty
he is a student in New York.
Round Table meeting, a faculty
party will be held at 8 tomorrow
night in the Alumni gym. This will
be the last faculty get-together for
Today
Stu-G Old-New Board ban.- the school year.
quet, Women's Union, 6 p. m.
Co-chairmen for the affair are
CA Larger Cabinet, 8 p. m.
Prof. Lena Walmsley and Dr. Lloyd
CA Vespers, Chapel, 9:15-9:45 H. Lux. Hosts and hostesses inp. m.
clude Mr. and Mrs. Walter Slovenski, Prof, and Mrs. August
Tomorrow
Lambda Alpha, Women's Union, Buschmann, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
H.
Sampson, Dean Hazel M.
5 p. m.
Faculty
Roundtable,
Alumni Clark, Mrs. Stella M. Karal, Miss
Dorothy H. Abbott, and Frank O.
Gym, 8 p. m.
Stred.
Friday

Faculty Plans Party

Calendar

Maine
High
School
Debate
Tourney, Libbey and Pettigrew
CA Dancing Class, Chase Hall,
4:15-5:15 p.m.
Saturday
Maine
High
School
Debate
Tourney, Libbey and Pettigrew
Freshman Dance, Chase Hall, 811:30 p m.
Sunday
Appalachian Trail
Conference,
Chase Hall, 1-10 p. m.
CA Peace Study Group,
7
Hathorn, 7-8:30 p.m.
Nurses' Dessert,
Women's
Union, 7 p. m.
Tuesday
CA Monthly Meeting, Chase
Hall, 7:30-9:30 p.m.
Wednesday, April 20
CA Vespers, Chapel, 9:15-9:45
p. m.

^57^3

Chapel Schedule
Friday
Music
Monday
Dr. Karl S. Woodcock
Wednesday
Rev. William G. Cunneen
RITZ
THEATRE
Wednesday - Thursday —
"CLEOPATRA"
Claudette Colbert, Henry Wilcoxin
"JAMAICA RUN"
Ray Milland, Arlene Dahl
Friday - Saturday -^——
"RING OF FEAR"
Clyde Beatty, Mickey Spillane
"ATOMIC KID"
Mickey Rooney, Robert Straus3
Sunday - Monday
"DRUM BEAT"
Alan Ladd, Audrey Dalton
"INDISCRETION OF AN
AMERICAN WIFE"
Jenifer Jones, Montgomery Clift

The Council changed the date
of the Stu-C recognition banquet
to tomorrow at 5:30 p. m„ while
George Gardiner reported the cancellation of the Max Kaminsky
jazz concert previously planned.
Committees Selected
Taylor announced the appointment of the following committees
freshman rules, Arnold Fickett and
Robert Gidez; mayoralty, Robert
McAfee, Orrin Blaisdell and Taylor; chapel, Harry Bennert: extracurricular activities, Gardiner.
Arthur Karzes and McAfee were
named to the Commons committee,
while James Pickard and Lee
Niles will have charge of smokers.
Taylor, Fickett and Gardiner are
to represent Stu-C on the Bates
Conference Committee.
Other committees are: Sampson
Fund, Richard Daley and Gidez;
cheerleading and rallies, Gardiner;
intramurals, Blaisdell: campus relations,
Fickett
and
McAfee;
Chase Hall, Bennert and Pickard.

Outing Club Board Elects I
Twelve Frosh Members I
Twelve members of the freshman class were recently elected to
the Outing Club Council. The
candidates are chosen on the basis
of past experience, interest, and
participation in Outing Club activities.

Mary-Elizabeth Bennett, and Bar
et
bara Madsen, Harold Springsteac
by
James Dustin, Charles Stan]
David Lcmieux, Kenneth Lynd tin
Pai
and Benedict Mazza.

OC Appoints Committees
The following Council- member
The successful candidates were were elected to the directorship
Nancy Wickens, Katharine John- for the coming year. Agnes Be\
son, Ruth Melzard, Judith Perley, erage and Fred Huber will be i
charge of cabins and trails wit!
Marjorie Harbcck and Richar
Walton heading hikes and trips,
trips.

Bates Chapter Of
Phi Beta Kappa
Elects Graduates
Two college presidents, both
graduates of the Class of 1930.
have been elected to Phi Beta
Kappa, Prof. Robert G. Berkelman, secretary of the Bates chapter, announced recently.

Paige Scovill and Bruce Farq,
liar will be responsible for publii
ity and Nancy Glcnnon and Enn
ry Wheeler will be in charge i
equipment. Sybil Benton an
Theodore Freedman will be tl
Carnival chairmen. In addition, B
senior council members will be o
the Board.

Since the competition was ver
Harold W. Richardson, president high, it is hoped that those w
of Franklin College in Franklin, In- tried out, will do so again wh
diana, and Samuel B. Gould, presi- openings occur.
dent of Antioch College in Yellow
Springs, Ohio, are the newly chosen
members.
Richardson Led Tennis Team
Richardson, holder of a B.D. degree from Colgate-Rochester, joined Franklin in 1949 after many
years in the Baptist ministry.
While at Bates, he was captain of
the tennis team and active in musical productions.
Gould has specialized in the
teaching of English and speech,
serving from 1947-1954 at Boston
University in speech and public lelations. Last year he was called to
his Antioch post.
Gould Speaks At Commencement
Gould will speak on campus during Commencement week this year.
This prominent alumnus excelled in
debating and oratory during his
four years at Bates. He also won
honors in English.

Conference Feature!
Displays, Reports,
Address By Fairfielrj
The Bates Outing Club will
host for the Maine Appalachia
Trail
Conference
to
be hel
Sunday in Chase Hall.
The annual event will be held i
two sessions, afternoon and en
tag. The program includes Outin
Club displays, reports on Outin
Club activities, and an address b
Dr. Roy P. Fairfield.
Meeting Open To AU
Members of the Outing Cln
Council will act as hosts and host
esses, registering guests and serv
ing refreshments. This is as opci
meeting and interested students an
faculty members are invited t
come.

Panel Discusses College
Education At CA Meeting

At a CA monthly meeting Tuesday night in Chase Hall, a facultystudent panel will discuss the
topic, "Is today's college education meeting the needs of students
as well as the education of past
years?"
Prof. Brooks Quimby will serve
The Women's Student Govern- as moderator, with Prof. Robert
ment holds its annual Old-New G. Berkelman, Dr. Roy P. FairBoard banquet at 6 tonight in the field, Dr. Don A. Seastone, and
Women's Union. Members of the two students acting as panel
1954-55 board will be installed.
members.
Attending the affair will be faculty members, house mothers, and Cover Aspects Of College

Stu-G Has Banquet,
Reviews ActivitiesOf
Last Year's Members

lecture versus discussion, and th
core plan versus independent r
search. Whether students tod..;
are being helped to think will aU
be considered.
At the last CA meeting, a ne^
cabinet post was created. The Na
tional Student Christian Move
ment coordinator will keep tin
campus and cabinet members bet
ter informed on national and stat
news.
Learn To Dance

Dancing lessons under the dire
Covering various phases of col- tion of Joyce Yacker and Davi
present and new members of the
Stu-G board. Following dinner, lege life, the panel will discuss so- Rushefsky are sponsored by CA a
reports of the past year's commit- cial activities — then and now, 4:15 p. m. Fridays at Chase Ha!
tees will be given.
Diane Felt, the new president,
will be introduced by retiring
president Lauralyn Watson. In an
WED.
installation address, Miss Felt will
WEDNESDAY - SATURDAY
outline her plans for the coming
year.

STRAND

"Naked Heart"
"Red Planet Mars"

Community Theatre
WED. - THURS.
"THE SHANGHAI STORY"
Ruth Roman
Edmund O'Brien
"LAW vs. BILLY THE KID"
Scott Brady
Betta St. John
(Technicolor)
FRI. - SAT.
"THE MARSHALL'S
DAUGHTER"
Lori Anders
Ken Murray
"GORILLA AT LARGE"
Cameron Mitchell
Anne Bancroft
(technicolor)

Hall - Montgomery
THURS. - SAT.

"Stranger's Hand"
"Fighter"
Conte - Cobb
SUN. - WED.

"The Big Combo"
Cornel Wilde
Jean Wallace

"Second Face"
Raines

EMPIRE

"A MAN
CALLED PETER"
RICHARD TODD
JEAN PETERS
BEGINNING SUNDAY

"20,000 Leagues
Under The Sea"
KIRK DOUGLAS
JAMES MASON

]
cm
M.
f
Ac

!S
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Library Exhibits Paintings Bates Bobettes
Neptune At
By Hartgen, Maine Artist Fete
Auburn YMCA
This week Coram Library is prc.enting an exhibition of watercolors
by Richard A. Hartgen, head of
the University of Maine's art department.

Hartgen, artist, designer, and
curator, earned his B.A. and
M.F.A. degrees at the University
if Pennsylvania.
Active In Art Circles
A director of Maine's art gallery
since 1946, Hartgen belongs to
,iany art organizations, including

the College Art Association of
America, the Audubon Artist, and
the Maine Watercolor Society. He
is an honorary member of the
Canadian Society of Painters,
Etchers, and Engravers.
Among the prizes and awards
the artist has received are a prize
from the Beaux-Arts Institute of
Design in 1935 and an Audubon
Artist award in 1950. He became a
Fellow of the University of Pennsylvania School of Fine Arts in
1941.

Ivy Day Speakers

On April 21 and 22 the Bates
swim club will depart into "Neptune's Toyland" at the Auburn
YMCA. lone Birks and Catherine
Parker are directing the production, which centers on an underwater fantasy theme.
The Bates Bobettes have been
practicing their synchronized routines since fall.
Free tickets may be obtained
from members of the club.

(1. to r.) Robert Damon, toast to women; Virginia Fedor,
toast to men; Robert Dunn, master of ceremonies; Robert
McAfee, marshal; Kay McLin, toast to faculty; Lawrence
Evans, class oration.
(Photo by Bryant)

WIN,
changed America's mind
about filter cigarettes!
WINSTON
TASTES GOOD!

Hewitt Escorts Debaters
To New England Tourney
Accompanied by Ryland H.
Hewitt of the speech department,
four Bates varsity debaters leave
tomorrow to participate in the annual New England Forensic Assocition Tourney at the University
of Connecticut.
Debating the affirmative of the
national collegiate debate topic,
"Resolved: that the United States
should extend diplomatic recogni-

Student Staff
(Continued from page one)
during his three years at the college.
Anne Berkelman Edits Exchange
Succeeding Louise Sweeney as
exchange editor, Anne Berkelman
will edit the exchange column every other week.
Business Manager Thomas
Moore has announced his appointments to the incoming STUDENT
business staff. Moore named William Stone to serve as advertising
manager, while Meredith Greene
and Linhea Swanson will handle
circulation. Stone has been a
sports reporter on the STUDENT.

LIKE A

CIGARETTE
SHOULD!

YOUR FAVORITE
STERLING PATTERNS
in
Towle — Gorham — Lunt
Reed and Barton
International — Wallace
Easy Terma

50 Lisbon St

WINSTON brings flavor back
to filter smoking!

Dial 4-5241

tion to the Communist government
of China," arc Claire Poulin and
David Wyllie. Kay McLin and
Robert Harlow comprise the negative team.
Damon Participates
Robert Damon will participate in
the oral interpretation division of
the tourney. Scheduled to speak in
the extemporaneous division are
Miss McLin and Wyllie.
Eleven colleges from the Ne-.v
England area arc being represented
at the tourney, which begins Friday noon and concludes Saturday
afternoon.
Bates Plays Host
Saturday the New Hampshire division of the Bates Interscholastic
Debating League for high schools
neld its annual tourney on campus.
Laconia High School emerged
winner, with Keene High School
second and Manchester High
School third. Richard Forster of
Laconia was judged best individual
speaker. He received a $250 scholarship to Bates.
College Debaters Judge
Members of the Bates college
varsity and freshman debate teams
acted as judges and chairmen, with
member's of the argumentation
class assisting. Professor Quimby
is director of the League.
This weekend an equivalent tourney of Maine high schools will be
held on campus.
Tuesday afternoon four members
of the freshman debate team meet
with four Lewiston High debaters.
Representing Bates are Barbara
Madscn, Richard Dole, Alan Kaplan, and Bruce Perry.

BOSTON TEA STORE
Food Specialists

■ It didn't take long for word to get
around campus! Winston's got real flavor
—the full, rich, tobacco flavor you want.
No wonder so many college men and
women are getting together on Winston!
Along with finer flavor, Winston also
brings you a finer filter. The exclusive
Winston filter works so effectively, yet
lets the flavor come right through to
you. Easy-drawing—that's Winston!

249 MAIN STREET

DRAPER'S
BAKERY
We Specialize in
BIRTHDAY CAKES
and
PASTRIES OF ALL KINDS
For Parties
Delivery Upon Request

Smh WINSTON iHtj easc/-chawu<4 <fc£foi &qa*e#e/
«. J. KITNOLDS TOBACCO CO., Wl N.TON-SA

Opp. Post Office

Tel. 2-6645

54 Ash Street

LEWISTON

LUIGGI'S
PIZZERIA
Features:
ITALIAN SANDWICHES
PIZZA - SPAGHETTI
Eal Here and to Take Out
Tel. 2-0701
Cor. Horton and Sabattus St*.
Prompt and Efficient Delivery
Service
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Editorials
Russia Lifts Iron Curtain
On April 19 eleven Soviet student editors will arrive in
New York aboard the Queen Elizabeth for a three-week tour
of American universities and colleges at Soviet expense.
With the Swarthmore College Student Council acting as
co-ordinator, a group of student organizations banded together last fall to extend an invitation to the Soviet editors
to visit their schools, urging the State Department to grant
visas permitting the Russians to enter the United States. According to a March 10 decision of the State and Justice Departments, the McCarran-Walter Immigration Act was
waived so that the delegation could come to this country.
The Institute of International Education was then asked to
administer the tour by the State Department.
Purpose Of Tour
In order to acquaint the Iron Curtain visitors with American student life, the Institute of International Education
planned their itinerary (based on that submitted by the Russians) to show them a cross-section of American higher education. The student editors, aged 25 to 39, are being given
the opportunity to meet American students, to participate in
forum discussions with them and with their professors.
Eight colleges and universities have been selected to act
as hosts to the Russians, enabling them to visit various types
of institutions in different sections of the country. These
institutions include Columbia University, Fordam University, Hunter College, Tuskegee Institute, the University of
New Mexico, Stanford University, the University of Chicago,
and the University of Michigan.
Russia Revisited
Last year Russia allowed a group of American student
editors to visit the Soviet Union. At present, student organizations at Oberlin College, Swarthmore College and Wesleyan University are taking steps to secure another college
group tour of Russia.
In at attempt to enrich the lives of her students, in an
attempt to allow them to participate in intercollegiate activities, Bates has sent students to different parts of the country
and to different parts of the world. In the same respect, she
has brought foreign students, lecturers, and students from
other American colleges and universities to Bates.
Bates Policy In Action
According to our 1955-56 college catalogue, page 12,
". . . he (the student) should develop open-mindedness on
important questions and tolerance toward the opinions ofothers." It is the opinion of the editor that the students at
Bates have shown this open-mindedness and tolerance that
Bates encourages her students to develop.
In an attempt to continue this policy, the suggestion is
submitted that a Bates student be sent on this college group
tour of Russia if it does materialize. Granted, there might be
very substantial reasons why it would not be feasible to
send a Bates student abroad within the next few years. In
that case, a second suggestion might be considered.
Approximately 360 Miles
The eleven Soviet student editors will be in New York
visiting Columbia, Fordham, and Hunter College next week.
Since Bates is closer to New York than it is to Russia, it
might be feasible for a Bates representative to attend a
forum discussion held at one of these institutions. A telegram to one of them at the present time would possibly allow us to participate by sending a delegate from the college.
In the past, representatives of Bates at other institutions
have returned to the campus and given a chapel report on
what occurred. The same could be done in this instance.
To combat the apathy toward current events that exists,
to continue the Bates policy of encouraging open-minded
and tolerant students, the preceeding suggestions are being
submitted to the students, faculty, and administration at
Bates.

The Old Order Changeth . . .
Proceeding on the supposition that experience is the best
teacher, the new staff of the Bates STUDENT mates its entrance with this issue, hoping to overcome the "brand-new"
feeling in as short a time as possible without singeing its
fingers on the flame of error.
The editorial policy of the STUDENT will remain unchanged. Any editorials that are not initialed are the opinions of the editor-in-chief. They will not reflect the opinions
of the rest of the staff unless they are initialed or explicitly
stated as such.

4toe TH^U
Welcome public! That • is the
new policy of campus radio station, WVBC. well under way this
semester with a fine set of programs and capable staff, ready to
serve the student body. Students
and faculty members of Bates
College are cordially invited to
visit studios of WVBC located in
the new wing of Pettigrew.
Deep in the depths of Pettigrew Hall. WVBC staff members work to bring the Voice of
Bates College to the campus, each
night from 9:00 p. m. to 11:00 p. m.
Vary Program
This semester, under the experienced hand of Bob Lucas as station manager, a variety of programs are in order to keep students and faculty entertained and
informed. One of the many shows
that will be brought to you over
the modified transmitter is "Jazztime", a program of all types of
music announced and selected by
Peter Kadetsky, WVBC veteran
of three years.
Present Classical Music
Classical music is available to
those who prefer to relax or study
to quiet music on Sunday evenings when Charlotte Kllis will
play portions of her fine classical
collection.
For up-to-the-minute
news reports and analysis hear
Barry Greenfield and Dick Steinberg on Friday evenings and
Grant Reynolds' news analysis on
Tuesday evenings.
For that rare type of Wyllie humor hear "Sin" on Friday evenings. You won't want to miss a
single chapter in the interesting
life of Jack Hathorn, the All-Bates
boy.

T>e* ZW&4
After ten days of grace (the
catalog calls it "Spring Recess"),
it's back to the old grind. Nevertheless, be it ever so abbreviated
there's no time like vacation.
Congratulation
and
best
wishes to "Petie'" Peters and
Ernie Ern, Jean McDaniels
and Gene Soto, Lynn Watson
and Neil Smith, United States
Army. They're all engaged!
Dottie Caesar came back to
visit. She and Frank Loeb, of
Harvard Law School, are planning
a June wedding.
Kirk Watson brought back
a magnificent "hunk of hardware" too. It earned him a
new nickname — "Digger", of
course.
Miss Drake sure looked funny
piling out of her Ford, clutching
a fire extinguisher. "Could 'a
sworn it was an engine fire." Actually, it was the reflection of her
directional lights . . . "Be Prepared. Be Prepared. That's the
gym teachers' marching song."
Ken Battershill should have
a talk with the doughty Drake.
He thought he'd just scorched
his sheet, but he Woke to find
his mattress ablaze. Tragic?
No. Roger Bill is still standing, and an age-old question
has been answered. Bates College mattresses are stuffed
with cotton I
A venturesome frosh found "the
last snow on campus" and almost
flattened Mrs. Phillips in her exuberance to be the first with the
last snowball.
The fine arts class, on their
pilgrimage to New York, were
filled with enthusiasm about a
fabulous eating place where
the celebrities meet to eat.
Most of them spent hours
wandering around in quest of
the place. As it turned out,
(Continued on page five)

Nature Gives Birth To
Another Bates Spring
By Joyce Yacker
It is said that "time waits for
no man", but hasn't much choice
concerning a woman. That's just
about the position those who live
in Maine take concerning the coming of Spring. There are a few
hints of Spring "in the air", but it
takes quite a while before she can
bring herself to "come down to
earth".
She makes quite an impression
when she lands. Scientists have not
yet been able to reproduce this reaction upon any desert, and are
equally at a loss to understand the
elTects of Spring upon man.
Spring Affects Species Batesina
It might be more interesting for
the sake of science if they were to
observe the effects of Spring on
one particular species of the race
— the Bates student. Since he has
already been weakened by the depreciatory effects of a luxurious,
but brief vacation, this subject is an
easy prey for the powers of Spring.
Upon her arrival, taking a hint
from the natural creatures about
him, the Bates man's first desire is
to shed his outer skin, which, in
this area usually consists of a ski
parka and all the necessary accessories. Shedding this outer layer,
he reveals a pair of "sun-tans",
sweatshirt and sneakers, which, in
one condition or other, will remain
with him until the end of the summer.
Fashion "Breezes In"
This
corresponding
desire
amongst the women to shed one's
outer garments is strongly limited
by the confines of society within
this area, but with the aid of the
god, "Fashion," and a little ingenuity of her own, she manages
to overcome this obstacle.
The first requirement of clothes
is that they be practical. What
could be more practical for that
7:40 class on the other side of
campus than convertible pajamas
with an overskirt made of collapsed parachute silk, so that one

can "breeze" right into class at
7:45. Then, for sun bathing in s>>.
eluded spots, there's a plastic
swim suit which allows the rays
of the sun to penetrate, but
screens out wide-eyed stares of
curious gazes from others.
Nature Triumphs Over Ambition
The radiations of Spring have a
marked effect upon one's appetit .
In this area one experiences tli
craving for a delectable substance
which goes under the commercial
name of "Dairy Joy". Daily pilgrimages are made to this little
oasis to partake liberally of i'.s
pleasures.
But, just as the craving for or. ■
substance may increase, the thirs:
for academic knowledge suffers a
severe drought at this time. The
student seems unable to absorb
any pearls of wisdom from pcr-l
suasive professors
and wou'
rather soak up sunshine instea
Sometimes he tries to accompli
both, forsaking the cool ivy covered walls of Coram for the
campus lawn, but nature usually
triumphs, especially during exam
Sex Attractions Reincarnate
The radiations from the sur
bring to life dormant qualities iiJ
the Bates man and a strong affin
ity or magnetic attraction of one
sex for the other is cstablishe
Suddenly that "rag, bone and hanl|
of hair", which has been sittin
next to him all semester, assume:
dazzling qualities which he find
most irresistable.
As the temperature rises, LakJ
Sabattus becomes more and mori
alluring, and more and more flocl
to her shores. Some brave soul
take the plunge into her icy depths
These are just a few isolated ol>
servations collected upon the cl
fects of Spring in one isolated area)
Perhaps if science could learn b
understand this annual phenome
na, more desirable effects could b
produced, but nature seems to hav
the situation well in hand for th
time being.
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Talent Wins Over Sentiment In Dr.
Oscar Race Of Mature Hollywood
By Nancy Cole
For the second consecutive year
i a Hollywood era of cinemascope, multiple-track sound, and
,vide-angle screens, a black-and,vhite drama with none of these
;lossy innovations won the highst prize the movie industry can
)estow upon itself.
"On The Waterfront," the hardm itting story of a man's journey
! a om the gutter to the sidewalk
ii . unidst the teeming Hoboken docks
II received eight "Oscars" at the
ii ( 27th annual
presentation of the
rial \cademy Awards by the Motion
Picture Academy of Arts and
:tl Sciences.
its
Rivalry Fades Away
By this time, the winners of the
>ne
Vcademy Awards are no longer in
irst
llie spotlight of the occasion. The
a
ighly publicized "sentiment ver'i
us talent" rivalry among the four
il
top contenders — Grace Kelly,
Judy
Garland, Marlon Brando, and
uld
iing
Crosby — has hit the dust of
ail
lie
studio
publicity offices. The
i
wagers
and
wishes,
the tension and
Ov-I
tears
are
over,
but
something new
the
in the California air.
'"}
The gentleman most responsible
J1S
(or this new atmosphere in Hollywood received personally only one
SIM ..ward. And this one he picked up
in in his home city — New York.
in The gentleman is Elia Kazan, and
itli his doctrine of motion picture
>i
ie< realism and "tilted-pclvis"' school
;: f actors, the movie screen is taki: • ing on greater artistic stature.
il
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Kazan Is Force
Responsible for almost all the
"art" movies Hollywood has proluced in the past three years, Ka?an is the power behind all the
awards presented to the cast and
crew of "On The Waterfront."
He is also indirectly responsible
tor the award presented Miss Kely. Before Kazan no major studio
would have contemplated placing
its most glamorous new star in the
drab surroundings of "The Country Girl." The nation-wide audience couldn't take it. Kazan, with
"Streetcar Named Desire" and
"Panic In The Streets," proved
that the audience could not only

O!
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For a JOB with a FUTURE
Well-educated, alert, ambitious girls who supplement their college education with Gibbt
secretarial training are preferred candidates
for responsible jobs In every field. Write
College Dean for GIBBS GIRLS AT WORK.
8»eelal Courts for Csllots Womtn

KATHARINE
SECRETARIAL

GIBBS

take it but that they could like it
as well.
Regardless of whether or not one
agrees with each of the individual
choices made by the 1,700 members of the industry who picked
the winners from among the nominees of their fellow employees, one
must admit that these voters were
determined to make the awards
meaningful as measures of achievement rather than additional marquee advertisements.
TV Adds Talent
Among the most charming participants in the presentations was
Eva Marie Saint who won the
Award for best-supporting actress.
The mergence of Miss Saint on tlie
Academy's stage was eloquent
proof that even though television
may be hurting the motion picture
studios in the business offices, it
certainly is lending a well-needed
helping hand on the sound stages.
As Years Go By
Another interesting sidelight on
the Awards is the age-groups into
which the nominees and winners
fall. The majority of feminine nominees were young actresses—Grace
Kelly, Eva Marie Saint, ,Katie
Jurado, and Dorothy Dandridgc.
Even Judy Garland, who has been
an actress so long as to seem timeless, is only 31 years-old.
On the other side of the stage,
the male nominees and winners are
distinctly older — Bing Crosby,
Humphrey Bogart, Tom Tully,
Karl Maiden and James Mason.
The chronological gap between the
male and female nominees has a
double significance. While Hollywood's ladies receive their laurel
wreaths early in the game, they arc
continually being pushed out of the
limelight by a constantly developing crop of successors. The less
glamorous part of the cast has the
greater staying power.
The New Hollywood
With the motion picture industry partaking more and more of
the wealth of the theater and
drawing unto itself a cloak of dignity which is a far cry from the
black satin capes of the vamps and
the Valentinos, a new, mature
Hollywood is emerging.
Hollywood has found something
worth finding as it looks more and
more through the eyes of Kazan.
With this new sight, however, it
is losing something, too. It can
no longer gaze upon life with the
fantastic mystery and innocence of
a C. B. DeMille.

Den Doodles
(Continued from page four)
they were looking for a hole
in the wall. The place was
burned out last year. Mr.

Berkelman was sure that it
had been there 27 years ago

Ballon 16.21 Marloorouih SI. Now York 11. 230 Port Alt
'ro»ioenc« 6,15S Ang.u SI
Monldilr. I«. 1.. 33 Plimouth St

chemical
reaction
Exclusive "stainshy" finish on
AFTER SIX formal
jackets spurns
most stains—even
lipstick! Suave
styling, easy,
"natural" fit,
budget prices.
Have more fun
-go

PROFITABLE
SUMMER WORK
for College Students. Write
L. S. Reid, % Eastland Hotel,
Portland, Maine.

Lawrance Wages Chem War
Against Aroma Of Androscoggin

By Tom King
A very pertinent civic problem here in Lewiston is one familiar to every nose on the
student body. Every student has occasionally stepped out into the morning to take a lungful of clear fresh air — only to become poignantly aware of a soul-wrenching odor. "The
Androscoggin", almost any student will tell you, referring to a river proximate to
campus, "stinks".
Alas, poor Androscoggin, slandered and defamed! The truth is
that this river of ill-repute is
responsible for very little of the
offensive odor. '
River Not Only Offender
These odors come, instead, from
sources such as the gas plant —
and dear Mother Earth, believe it
or not. The soil gives off an unpleasant smell as it emerges from
its winter wrap-of snow. Only in
the summer does the near-by river
become obnoxious.
Our problem is anything but
strictly local. During the past few
years there has developed throughout the country an extraordinary
interest in reducing the pollution
of our rivers and streams.
Pollution Causes Odor
Industry, and municipalities relying on the bad water, have made
a marked effort to lessen pollution. This has come from the
realization that underwater pollution makes the water unfit for
many uses and may create undesirable odors. Such, unfortunately,
has been the case for the past sixty years or so with the Androscoggin.
'"Everybody talks about the Androscoggin, but no one does anything about it." But wait! — This
isn't all true. Right here on
campus we have a man who very
definitely has done something
about the sad case of the Androscoggin River. His name is Dr.
Walter A. Lawrance.
Dr. Lawrance Tells All
Dr. Lawrance reveals a significant story about his unhappy
river which separates the twin
cities of Lewiston and Auburn.
The one-time beauty and serenity
of the Androscoggin first became
compromised with the establishment of three large papermills on
its banks. Also, all the cities and
towns along the river began to discharge their sewage into the water, untreated.
For many years the three mills
discharged waste into the river
unhampered by any controls. Even. . . Time marches on.
Hollywood will come to Bates—
with a hatchet—if we don't stop
making a mish-mosh of their industry . . . Wonderful double feature at the Ritz . . . "Mighty Joe
Young" and Michelangelo . . .
Now it can be told . . . Professor Muller had a birthday
on Saturday, and nobody knew
it — except his whole 10:25
class.
It's a well known fact that the
squeaking wheel gets the oil, and
the Rand girls got their piano,
which must prove something.

Flow gently sweet Androscoggin
tual increase in production and
population brought about a subsequent increase in industrial and
domestic waste, and finally an increase in the number of dams for
water storage and generation of
electricity.
Supreme Court Decrees On River
The bad odor situation did not
become serious until the late '30's.
By the years 1940-41, however,
due to the presence of hydrogen
sulfide, the odors became extremely offensive. During the early '40's
legal action was commenced by the
state against the paper companies.
Consequently, an agreement was
reached to restrict the discharge
into the river during the summer
season.
Owing to World War II, no additional changes or improvements
were possible. With the final close
of the war, however, clear-cut arrangements were made through the
joint agreement of the attorneygeneral, the Supreme Court of the
State of Maine, and the three paper companies to provide for additional restrictions on the discharge
of industrial wastes.
Not Only Complaints

The court decided to appoint an
administrator who should have
control of the discharge of industrial wastes deposited into the
river during the summer. In 1948,
in action before the Supreme
Court of Maine, the court, with the
approval of the attorney-general
and the three paper companies, appointed Dr. Lawrance as administrator.
This decree is still in effect and
Dr. Lawrance still holds this position. Thus, he is literally the one

man who really does something
about the Androscoggin besides
complain about it.
Chemistry Battles Pollution
Dr. Lawrance's work involves
annual summer analyses made on
the water to determine the percentage of industrial waste. Due to
a change in the manner of processing from the old way of sulphite
pulping to the innovation of sulphite processing, the year-round
discharge of industrial waste has
been decreased considerably. The
resultant damage to the water
from the latter process is much
less than that from the former.
Summer pollution has been reduced by (1) the "lagooning" of
wastes, (2) lessened total waste
disposal as a result of reduction of
sulfite pulp, and (3) addition of
sodium nitrate to the water to supply chemically-combined oxygen
(when dissolved oxygen ia water
becomes low).
Famous First For Dr. Lawrance

This innovation of Dr. Lawrance's with
sodium nitrate
marked the first time that such a
method was employed on a large
scale. Since the results of this use
of sodium nitrate have been published, this method has been extensively employed elsewhere in
the U. S. and Europe.
During the summer, Bates chemistry students do much of the actual work on this project involving chemical control of the river.
There are four groups engaged in
this work during the vacation
months: one at Berlin, New
Hampshire, a second at Rumford,
Maine, another at
Livermore
Falls, Maine, and the fourth and
largest group here at the college.
Think Before You Swear

"COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE"

LEWISTON TRUST CO.
LEWISTON - MAINE

■

We Solicit The Business Of Bates Students

THE GROTTO
RESTAURANT
Finest In

Italian Foods
PIZZAS and RAVOLI
Our Specialty
Orders To Take Out
Dial 2-2061
107 Main St. - Lewiston, Me.

So the next time you get a
whiff of the "aroma of the Androscoggin", ruining an otherwise delightful breath of clean Maine air,
and feel a strong urge to swear —
consider the appreciable work that
Dr. Lawrance and his assistants
have accomplished, through diligence and experimentation. Be
thankful that the odors are not
considerably worse than they are.
Then, take another whiff, and go
ahead and swear.
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Credit System
Altered At WAA
Annual Banquet
By Bob Lucas
With two-thirds of Bobcat sports activity for the 1954-55
academic year already a part of history, we feel it might be
fitting to look back in retrospect at one of the highlights of
the year. In particular we feel that now is as good a time
as any to review a major advancement in Bates athletic
policy, the ruling allowing freshman eligibility.
As.was publicized last Spring when first official announcement of the policy change had been made, the present system was instituted to give vent in actual practice to
the many pros and cons of the issue. Now that two complete
athletic seasons have passed under the rules allowing freshman eligibility, we feel that it is only right to bring the
matter to discussion once again.
Many of the faults that were argued when the idea of
freshman participation in varsity sports was originally
raised have already proven to be completely non-existant,
and likewise others have come into being since that time.
For that reason we feel that the opposing viewpoints should
once more be placed alongside each other, and weighed and
evaluated.
Good Outweighs Bad
From our viewpoint it would seem fairly obvious that
although a very few minor faults can be found in the system,
they can easily be corrected, or at the very least, are far
enough outweighed by the values that are inherent in the
present plan, to make them negligible.
One of the major arguments put forth by opponents to
the freshman eligibility ruling regarded the undue strain
varsity competition would place upon the unexperienced
freshman ball player, both physically and mentally. However, the passing of the football and basketball seasons have
shown absolutely no repercussions in either area which can
be directly attributed to simple lack of experience.
Injuries have occurred to upperclassmen and frosh alike,
but there certainly has been no noticeable increase in injuries to freshmen over past years when frosh were not allowed to compete on the varsity level. As for the mental
strain, the time and exertion of daily practice sessions is a
necessary evil for any team, be it varsity, jayvee, or freshman.
Another major argument which has shown itself to be
of some value was concerned with the effect freshman eligibility would have on the players not good enough to see regular varsity action. This difficulty made itself felt rather
sharply during the football season in the absence of what we
feel is a very necessary jayvee squad. In basketball and
track jayvee teams provided the medium for allowing intercollegiate competition by the players with lesser ability.
However, the football season, with the exception of a single
non-scheduled game with Bridgton, had nothing to offer the
men unable to see regular action on the varsity level.
Change Necessary
In this area then, a necessary change should be made —
namely, developing a junior varsity football team to give
the men in that sport the same opportunity to play that all
of the other sports enjoy. Space does not here warrant going
into all the pros and cons of the matter, but the need is certainly self-evident. Our simple desire is to point out that
although the lack of a jayvee team is a definite fault, it is
correctable.
On the credit side of the ledger regarding freshman eligibility only a quick glance at some of the accomplishments
by freshman athletes will tell the story. In addition to helping out this year's teams, the experience gained by the frosh
playing with the varsity will certainly be of infinite help in
the years to come. Men like John Liljestrand, Wayne Kane,
Tom Vail, Skip D'Eramo in football, and John Manteiga and
Kent White in basketball have helped a lot in their respective sports, and it certainly would have been a shame to
waste their talents on a purely frosh level of competition.
In short, then, the freshman eligibility ruling has added
tremendously to Bates athletics. The minor difficulties, such
as a jayvee football team, can be ironed out in time, but at
the very least, the step forward has been made, and as is
evidenced by the past two athletic seasons the values of the
ruling make it very much worthwhile.

By Judy Larkin
Gathered for their annual oldnew board banquet at the Women's
Union last Wednesday, the members of the Women's Athletic Association boards heard Miss Lena
Walmsley give a brief summary
of the progress made in the last
year. Mrs. Helen Mclntire, Miss
Helen Briwa, and Miss Paula
Drake were guests at the banquet.
Joan Smith, retiring president,
acted as mistress of ceremonies and
introduced those reporting on the
year's activities. Jeanette Peters,
retiring treasurer, gave the fiscal
report. The report of the sporls
seasons was given by Miriam
Hamnt and that of the special
events by Marjorie Connell.
New Credit System
In explaining the new credit
system Dorcas Turner said that in
the future each hour of participation in a W.A.A. activity will be
worth one point of W.A.A. credit.
The first award, class numerals,
will be given for 40 hours credit,
the Old English B for 85 hours,
and the sweater award for 125
hours.
In the discussion following these
reports there was an opportunity
for old members to offer suggestions to the new board. Many recommendations and new ideas were
brought up.
The recent national conference
of the A.F.C.W. at Smith College
was summarized by Judith Larkin,
retiring secretary.
Mills Assumes Prexy Role
At the end of the banquet Miss
Smith turned over the presidency
to Nancy Mills. Other officers of
the new board are Judith Larkin,
vice-president; Ruth Foster, treasurer; and Judith Frese, secretary.
Class representatives from the
incoming senior class are Marjorie
Connell and Marjorie Davis; Jane
Lippincott and Margaret Lcask
will represent the juniors; and
Coragene Marshall and Joan Appleby are sophomore representatives.
The spring W.A.A. season began last Monday with badminton
offered on Monday and Thursday
(Continued on page seven)

DRY CLEANSING
SERVICE

By Jack DeGange
After a bright conclusion to the
winter track season, Coach Walt
Slovenski appears to have the
grecnlight toward a prosperous future during the fast-coming spring
season. The cindermen will open
their schedule with a dual meet on
Saturday when they travel to
Providence, Rhode Island, to take
on the Providence College Friars.
Play Host To New Englands
Following the opener Slovenski
will send his charges into combat
at the Harvard Relays and on the
following Saturday, the 30.th of
April, the squad will travel to Waterville for a quadrangular meet
with Colby, Middlebury, and Vermont. The first Saturday in May
will find the team again at Colby
to take part in the State Meet.
Then it will be the Eastern Intercollegiate Meet at Boston and the
season will come to a close the
following weekend when Bates
will be host at the New England
Intercollegiate Meet. The meet
will be the only home appearance
for the home team which should
prove to be the highlight of the
season.
Has Same Material
In the way of material Slovenski
has about the same squad that
worked for him over the winter
months. Leading the squad will be
Doug Fay who won his specialty,
the 600 yard run four out of five
times during the winter and who
served as a vital cog in the flashing one mile relay team. Behind
him' are Don Foulds who was outstanding in the broad jump and
pole vault and who also came
through in the 40 yard dash.
Jim Riopel will be completing
his first season with the squad

~7tm

during which he has already won
his favorite event, the one mile
three out of five times and als,
took a first in the tiring two mill we
run in the final indoor meet again.-t sqi
dai
Tufts.
Following these pacesetters who at
led the winter squad in scoriiij in*
will be Woody Parkhurst who
nally found himself in the ham- an
mer throw in the Tufts meet an no
should be right in the thick of the in(
competition this weekend. Also in Di
the weight events, senior Pln| I'r
Cowan and freshman Jim Whec'- M
er are the leading contenders foi Tl
shot put honors while F.d Pike ant) 'it
Bill Taylor are close to Parkhur-t
in the hammer. Cowan and Iiv in
Simkins will be the mainstays in f
the discus throw and in the other \vi
''throwing" event, the javelin, th .5(
race to sec who's the best is prac- re,
31
tically wide open.
ba
Foulds Heads Jumpers
In the pit events Foulds appear] Ri
to have the inside track in the
broad jump and pole vault. Fred
Beck will be right behind him i
the broad jump while Jimmy Zei
and Bill Kent can go over the bar
right behind Foulds. In the high
jump Stan Barwisc is the leadinc
prospect this spring.
Turning to the running event
Foulds is the outstanding sprint
man while in the longer distance
Fay and Jim McGrath have done
very well to date in the 300 while
Fay has practically "owned" th
600. Pete Wicks is the leading ma
in the 1000 and turning to the Ions
distance running it appears to be
Riopel and Wicks respectively n
the one mile and two mile runs.
Finally in the bouncy hurdles
Bill Ncugcuth and Dave Stewart.
(Continued on page seven)
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YOU'RE A BETTER GOLFER
THAN YOU THINK.
Bobby Jones registered woods and irons, and Jimmy
Thomson registered woods are SYNCH RO-DYNED®
clubs ... the only clubs made that offer you perfect
balance ... and an identical contact feel.
Because every one of these clubs swings and feels alike
. . . your golf becomes more uniform, your shots consistently better. With golfers reporting handicaps cut by
as much as Vi • ■ ■ these are the clubs to play.
Make your next round a better one... with Spalditg.
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CLEANSERS A FURRIERS

TeL 4-7326

Call and Delivery
College Agent - Joan Davidson
SETS THE PACE IN SPORTS

Steckino Hotel
and Cafe
Have You Tried

Steckino's Original
Pizza Pies?

THE BLUE GOOSE GRILL

Serving Italian and
American Foods

69 SABATTUS STREET

Steaks, Chops, Salads
OUT specialty
104 Middle Si.

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE

Prosperous Season Seen 1
For Outdoor Track Team

Lewision

Dial 4-4151
"For Your Health's Saks
Eat at StecUao's"
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Players Vie For Berths
As Practices Continue
By Norm Levine
With their first game only a
week away, the Bobcat baseball
•quad is rounding into shape with
daily workouts at the cage. Even
at this late date, most of the starting berths are still wide open.
In the outfield, five sophomores
and a junior are battling it out, with
no one sure of a position. According to Coach Leahey Ralph "Dud"
Davis, Paul Perry, Bob Martin,
Phil Carletti, Ed Dailey, and Tom
Moore are on a par defensively.
The three who come up with the
I its will be the starting outfield.
Dailey led last year's frosh team
in total hits with a batting average
of .448, while Martin and Carletti
with less than a dozen at bats, hit
.500 and .571 respectively. Davis, a
regular on the 1954 frosh team, hit
308 and led the team in getting on
base.
Reny Injured
Behind the plate another question
mark remains. With all-state catcher George Rcny out of action due to
an injured knee, Wayne Kane and
Bill Hoadley are vying for the
-tarting berth. Reny, who was second in getting on base on last year's
varsity, may be ready to play the
first game, but it is extremely
doubtful.
Returning to first base is Bob
Dunn who led the State Series in
hitting last year with an average
of .438. Bob had an overall average of .360. Also working out at
hrst base is Tom Moore, who saw
action there as well as in the outiield last season.
At second base, Captain "Emmett" Atwater has the inside edge
over Kane who plays second in addition to catching. Atwater, who
was third highest man in getting
on base, finished second to Dunn

PECKS
LEWISTON

be thrifty
be welldressed
be RIGHT!
in
Peck's
sportswear
Peck's Sportswear Shops
for students keep a little
ahead of the times in approved clothing for
casual wear.
Check your needs —
Check your budget —
and save at Peck's.

in hitting, with a .263 average.
Back for a third year at shortstop
is Spence Hall. Hall, an excellent
fielder, hit .241 last year. Second in
line for the shortstop job is Al DeSantis, another outstanding glove
man.
Tommy Vokes and Brian Flynn
are working out at third with
Vokes at this writing having the
lead in the race for the starting position. Flynn played shortstop for
last year's frosh team and is playing third for the first time.
Jack Heads Moundsmen
Leading tin- pitching staff is
Fred Jack, one of the better pitchers in the state. Last year, he had
a three wins, three losses record,
although his pitching was better
than the record indicates. Pitching
59 1/3 innings, he struck out 52,
while walking only 28.
Second on the staff is veteran
Dave Higgins, who has looked excellent in intrasquad scrimmages.
Last year he had a 1-5 record,
pitching 35 1/3 inings and striking
out 20, while walking 28.
Rounding the pitch staff are Dave
Colby, Bob Martin, and Bob Dunn.
Martin pitched on last year's frosh
team and Dunn had a 1-0 record
for the varsity, the win being a 1-0
victory over the highly-touted University of New Hampshire nine.
Coach Lcahey has made no definite choices for starting berths.
However, he hopes that a couple
of practice games, one with Bowdoin, and one with Gorham STC,
will help weed out the best men before the opener with Quonset Naval
Air Station on April 21.

WAA
(Continued from page six)
and archery on Tuesday and Friday. Tennis and Softball will be
added to the program when the
weather permits. Joan Appleby is
the manager of the season.
A spring sports day with girls

Auger, Prothero
To Set Pace In
Net Encounters
By Joe Roberts
The Bates tennis team has been
playing its practice games in the
secluded Athletic Building, but according to Coach Lux, the team
will emerge from its indoor courts
this week and play on the courts
behind Roger Bill, weather permitting.
The team is built around return
ing veterans Dick Prothero, Adrian
Auger, Greg Clark, Dick Steinberg,
and Ray Becerra. Up from the Jayvees this year are Sophomore
John Arenstan, Senior John Hodg(Continued on page eight)
NOTICES
Bob Hatch, head football
coach announces that a meeting for all football candidates,
including players and managers, will be held at 7:00 p.m.
Monday in the visiting team
room of the Alumni Gymnasium. It is imperative that all
attend.
Also, Intramural Manager
Jack Hartleb announces that
all team rosters for dorms
wishing to enter the intramural softball league must be
handed into the Athletic Office by Friday of this week.

Track Team
(Continued from page six)
a pair of freshmen have provided
the spark. Neugeuth came into the
event toward the end of the season and took a second in the Tufts
meet. In the mile relay Slovenski
has one of the better combinations
in New England with Fay, McGrath, Wicks and Cal Jodat setting the pace.
All in all it looks like a promising season now that the squad
can get out into the fresh air and
away from the smaller indoor
track.
ntifff\jff0 ~i

from Colby and the University of
Maine will be held here Saturday,
April 30. In a sports day the group
Judkins Laundry, Inc. from each school forms a team to
compete against the other schools.
George W. Tufts, Mgr.
Marjorie Davis and Jane LippinHigh Quality
cott are in charge of the program
which will include softball, tennis,
Dry Cleaning
and volleyball.
This year's basketball trophy
SAME DAY SERVICE
goes
to West Parker. In the final
IF IN BY 9 a. m.
game of the tournament the West
Next to Lewiston Pott Office
team ended their season undefeat193 Middle St.
Dial 2-6001 ed by upsetting Cheney.
Invisible Marking at

NEW REDMANIZED
KNIT SHIRTS
By Van Heusen
It won't shrink out of shape
or fit . . . regardless of
how many washings it receives. In new dark or pastels.
2.95

Tony Fournier's
MEN'S-SHOP
136 Lisbon St

Texaco

Tel. 4-4141

If you get weary and hungry
and want some fun
Come to Cooper's on the run
We will help you with a
8 mile
And you will know that it has
been worth your while.,

COOPER'S
Sabattus Street
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Chase Tourneys Put
JB In Intramural Lead
With six months of competition
under the new intramural program
completed, intramural manager Jack
Hartleb has recently released to
STUDENT reporters the official
standings to date.
John Bertram leads the men's
dorms competing for the intramural
plaque with a total of 431 points,
while Roger Bill follows as a close

of which were run on an elimination
basis. Elvin Kaplan of Smith Middle edged out the bowling champ
of two years ago, senior Lev Campbell, to take the laurels in the candlcpin department.'
The over-all point aggregates to
date show JB and Roger Bill fol
lowed by Bardwell-Russell-Garcelon
with 328, Smith Middle with 285,

Coaches Chick Leahey and Bob Addison prepare baseball
team, pictured above, for coming season. (Photo by Bryant)
second with 395 points. The administrators enjoyed a narrow lead over
JB until the annual Chase Hall
tournaments completed just prior
to spring vacation. Under the new
ruling that intramural points would
be awarded to tournament competitors, JB waltzed into the lead,
with two out of the five first places
going to men from that dorm.
Holt, Daley Cop Crowns
Sophomore Jordan Holt defeated
JB dormmate Vic Chernoff, last
year's champ, in the table tennis
finals, as freshman Ric Daley added to JB's score by taking the cribbage championship.
Smith North's Pete Kadetsky,
the only double finalist, saw action
in both the pool and billiards tournaments. He managed to unseat
last year's champion, Phil Carletti
of Bardwell, in billiards, after Carletti narrowly squeaked by Bob
Lucas of Smith Middle in the
semi-finals. Kadetsky lost to Norm
Sadovitz, of Bardwell, in pool.
In the only other tournament, all

Clark's Drug Store
DRUGS

CHEMICALS

Smith North with 261, Mitchell-Off
Campus-Chase Hall with 262, and
Smith South with 195.
These totals include the results
of the intramural touch football,
volleyball and basketball leagues,
as well as those of the
Chase Hall tournaments and the
points accumulated for members of
varsity athletic squads and in the
interclass meet of the track team.
Softball Spring Competition
The only points left before the
final tabulation for the intramural
plaques will be compiled from the results of the intramural softball,
which is new being arranged, and
from points scored by virtue of men
on the varsity track, golf, tennis,
and baseball squads.
With only these points left to be
totaled, it seems to be a two dorm
race between Roger Bill and John
Bertram. These two have scored
consistently in all the intramural
events while the other dorms have
concentrated most of their scoring
in one or two events.

Norris - Hayden
Laundry

BIOLOGICALS

Modern Cleaners

Main St. at Bates St.

Campus Agents

Tel. 3-0031

ED PIKE
BOB DUNN

We Serve The Best

Heating Oils

Firestone Tires

JIMMY'S

• YOU'VE TRIED THE REST — NOW TRY THE BEST
Courtesy — Quality — Service

On Route 100. Auburn, Maine

SAM 'S

BEST REST ROOMS IN NEW ENGLAND

ORIGINAL ITALIAN SANDWICH

Jimmy's

Diner

For Fine Foods — On Route 100 • Auburn, Maine
WHERE ALL GREYHOUND BUSES STOP

Also Delicious PIZZA PIES .. and Delivery Service
with 6 or more orders
268 Main St. - Opp. St. Joseph' s Church - Tel. 2-9145
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Students Attend
Sunrise Service

Placement Service Lists
Careers And Interviews
Dr. L. Ross Cummins, director
of the campus guidance and placement service, has announced further career opportunities and summer employment openings.

Vacancies are available with the
Buckskin Camp for Boys at Lake
Donnell in Franklin, Me. Students
interesting in assisting with arts
and crafts or athletics are asked to
The Charles P. Hood Dairy write to J. B. Sprague, Box 601,
Foundation has made available a Bernardsville, N. J.
scholarship to the amount of $1,000
A prospective general counselor
for first year training at the Sim- willing to assist with swimming,
mons School of Social Work. Appli- hiking, and overnight camping
cants should write to the director should also contact Sprague.
of this school, 51 Commonwealth
Avenue, Boston, as soon as pos- Aquatic Schools Open
Any student interested in attendsible.
ing
a National Red Cross Aquatic
Need Cartographer!
The U. S. Civil Service Commis- School should contact the Lewistonsion lists job opportunities for car- Auburn Chapter, American Red
tographers,
cartographic
techni- Cross, 444 Main Street, Lewiston.
The Aquatic Schools offer leadcians, cartographic aides, and carership training in all phases of
tographic draftsmen.
swimming,
life-saving,
boating,
Several openings for college men
canoeing, sailing and first aid.
and women have been announced
For further information about
by the Electronics Corporation of
America of Cambridge, Mass. Posi- the above positions or vacancies,
tions are available for physicists, students are requested to visit the
mathematicians, electronics engi- guidance department.
neers, laboratory assistants and
technicians, clerks, stenographers,
secretaries for research-laboratory
departments, writers in the technical publications department, and
editorial assistants.
Positions Are Available
The
Dennison
Manufacturing
Company announces that two positions are available for seniors in the
field of cost accounting. Interested
in placing men with investment
firms is the Wellington Company of
Philadelphia.
J. D. Wells and J. W. Baumann
of the New England Telephone
and Bell System Companies arc interviewing men interested in accounting and related fields today,
on Friday Robert W. Hawes of the
J. Walter Thompson Company will
interview men interested in advertising as a career.
Hold Interviews
The First National Bank of Bos
ton is sending a representative to
Bates on April 21 to interview men
considering a career in banking.
Positions are also available for women in the fields of secretarial and
teller work.
Men interested in becoming professional executives in the field of
Boy Scouting may also sign up for
interviews on April 21.
Summer Help Required
A variety of summer job openings have been announced. Girls
who wish to waitress for the summer are asked to contact Donald
Valle at Vallc's Steak House, 660
Forest Avenue in Portland.

WVBC Schedule

Wednesday
9:00 Show Tunes, Norm Jason
Sponsored by the CA, an Easter
9:30 Jazztime Pete Kadetsky
service was held at 5:45 Sunday
morning on Mt. David. Letitia 10:00 Mambo Rendezvous,
Marty Brecker
Chamberlain was in charge of the
service. She was assisted by Judith 10:30 Moonglow
Thursday
Frese and Garvey MacLean.
The half-hour service included
9:00 Pop Records, Nancy Root
9:30 Curtain Time, Radio Class
several hymns and prayers. David
Olney accompanied the hymns
9:45 Electrical Transcriptions
sung by the congregation, on a 10:00 Paul Steinberg Trio
zither. Over 100 persons attended 10:30 Moonglow
the sunrise service.
Friday
9:00 Sin, Dave Wyllie
9:30 Sport Show, Dick Sullivan
9:45 Jerry Becker and Neil
(Continued from page seven)
Jackson
kinson, Sophomore Jim Pickard
and Junior Jim Weiner. This year's
Freshman class holds a few hope(Continued from page one)
fuls in Julian Friedman, Brad Garcelon, Pete Meilan and Al Palais. WUS drive, serves on the new
Backing the team up are the Student Council. Also for two years
managers Frank Smith and Milton a varsity debater, he will toast the
seniors during the Ivy Day exerWilks.
So far this year, the matches cises.
The council named committees
played have been practice sessions
with little real significance but to handle arrangements for this
weekend's high school tournament.
prospects appear good.

Tennis

Debate Council

10:00

News of Week Review,
Barry Greenfield and
Dick Steinberg
10:15 Your Gal
10:30 Moonglow
Saturday
1:00-12:00 All Kinds of Music.
Neil Jackson
Sunday
8:00-10:00 Classical Records,
Charlotte Elli
Monday
9:00 Campus News. Judy Clark
9:15 Science Carl Loeb and
Don Robertson
9:30 Zepp Show, Jim Zepp
9:45 Electrical Transcriptions
10:00 Records. Julian Freedman
10:30 Moonglow, Ted DeNoyon
Tuesday
9:00 Music
9:30 Sports Interview,
Gilson and Allir..
9:45 News Analysis,
Grant Reynold.
10:00 Records and Radio,
Hilton Pago
10:30 Moonglow

On April 23, Spencer Phillips,
director of the Quinibeck Camps in
Ely, Vt., will be on campus to interview girls for camp counseling
jobs.

Announces Cast
(Continued from page one)
They then proceed to give a
"spontaneous" performance. In an
effort to modernize the comedy,
performers will not wear traditional Shakespearean costumes. The
action of the play will take place
on a 'space stage.'
Backstage Committees Chosen
Selected to head the backstage
committees are Peter Packard and
Ellen Conron, assistant directors;
Ciilberta Morris, stage manager;
Margaret Sharpe, makeup; Jill
Farr, lights.
Props
will
be
handled
by
Coragcne
Marshall.
Althea
Dufton and Charles Maggiore are
in charge of posters. The complete
backstage crew and the rest of the
cast have yet to be announced.

You'll SMILE your approval

CHESTERFIELD
I

IN THE WHOLE
WIDE WORLD.

Largest selling cigarette
in America's colleges

of Chesterfield's smoothness—
mildness-refreshing taste.
You'll SMILE your approval
of Chesterfield's qualityhighest quality—low nicotine.
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